3 Gates of the Dead

Sometimes, the most evil things come from the most holy.... Conflicted with his faith in God
and the hypocrisy of the church, Aidan Schaeffer, a young assistant pastor, is in a constant
state of spiritual turmoil. When Aidan learns that his ex-fiancee is the first victim in a string of
ritualistic killings, he finds himself in the middle of an even deeper fight. Tormented by
demonic threats and haunted by spirits, Aidan throws himself into investigating Amandas
death; all the while supernatural forces have begun to attack the people around him. The more
questions he asks, the more he is drawn into the world of a mysterious Anglican priest, a
paranormal investigation group and a rogue female detective investigating the murders. As the
gruesome rituals escalate, ancient hidden secrets and an evil long buried threaten to rip Aidans
world apart.
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When Father Neal deciphers a voodoo message with a dire warning, he reveals he is part of the
Order of the Five Sorrows--a group dedicated to fighting evil.
19 Dec - 4 min - Uploaded by Chad Costen This is my entry for the 3 Gate of the Dead
filmmaker competition! The 3 Gates of the Dead.
The 3 Gates of the Dead Filmmaking Competition invites aspiring film directors from across
the United States and Canada to follow their dream. Using the. Gates of the Dead (Tides of
War, book 3) by James A Moore - book cover, description, publication history.
Gates of Hell trilogy. close the Gates of Hell after the suicide of a clergyman caused them to
open, allowing the dead to rise from their graves.
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